The London Tarot Festival hosted by
The UK Tarot Conference
www.tarotconference.co.uk
& The Atlantis Bookshop
www.theatlantisbookshop.com
Entry £12.00 (pay on door)
Golden Tickets £45 (Access all areas) available in advance on line
at

Saturday 1th June 2019
Doors open 9.45.a.m – 5.00p.m.

www.Tarotconference.co.uk/tarot-festival

Talks Start at 10.20a.m.

Readings Available (Payable on day)

A day packed with mini-workshops with
some of the best speakers in the world.
Open to all levels of Tarot enthusiasts!

Merchandise stands, free talks, in-depth workshops
and more. Food and beverages available all day
from on site bar and café.
Nearest Tube: Camden Town. Exit underground and turn right,

Venue: Holiday Inn, 30 Jamestown Rd,
Camden Town, London NW1 7BY nearest
tube Camden Town 3 mins walk

Our thanks to our sponsors Kindred Spirit Magazine

Enquiries via Atlantis Books 0207 405 2120
or info@tarotconference.co.uk

follow signs for Camden Markets. Continue along Camden High Street &
take the second turn on your left - Jamestown Road. The hotel is located
50 metres down Jamestown Road on your right-hand side. 3 mins walk

FREE TALKS (Approx. 30 minutes)

The following talks are Golden Ticket holders or £10 (1 hour):

10.20a.m. Debbie Bacci Alchemy of the Splendor Solis Tarot
Practising Alchemy through the correspondences of Elements, Astrology
and the Tree of Life. Debbie will talk about this magical deck, her
alchemical art in collaboration with author Marie Angelo, and Alchimia
Publishing. Splendor Solis Tarot box set available

11.00a.m. Joan Charles - 50 Shades of Tarot
Our lives are
woven into the intricate tapestry of life and the tarot is a wonderful
tool to assist us in uncovering that which is hidden in its deep fabric.
The sensual side of our nature is as important as any other area
and as such one which we will be exploring in this workshop. I will
be using the tarot to look at various aspects of sexuality and you will
also have the chance to see how and what this means for you. It's
not for the faint hearted but it will be fun!

11.45a.m. Steven Bright ‘Tarot: Your Personal Guide’ Allowing the
cards to be versatile is one of the things that many readers find difficult.
While they may understand what the 3 of Swords can mean when referring
to an existing or forthcoming situation, working out who the card could be if
it depicted a person can be less easy to figure out. In my book ‘Tarot: Your
Personal Guide’, I provide examples for both a situation and personalitytype for all seventy-eight of the cards. Today I will show some examples
about how the cards can be read with more flexibility and imagination.

1.45.p.m. Mike Medaglia - Liminal 11 How can the tarot sync up with the
worlds increasing focus on mindfulness and self-care? This talk will
explore using the tarot as a tool for self-reflection, personal growth and
compassion. With a focus on The Luna Sol Tarot, a modern, positive,
uplifting new tarot deck, we will explore the tarot's ability to bring comfort
at a time of great change and uncertainty.

3.00p.m. Maya Sadarangani is a Celtic Wiccan Priestess, based in the
USA. In 2018 she embarked on the first leg of her ‘Witches Journey’.
Witches Journey is a documentary project with an Oracle Deck at its
centre. Through the visitation of numerous sacred sites around the British
Isles, Maya draws inspiration for each of the cards within the deck. During
her presentation Maya will show a short trailer for the documentary and
discuss her reasons for wanting to develop an Oracle deck.
.

12.45p.m. Liz Dean Tarot Switchwords The Magic Words that
Manifest the Gifts of the Arcana’s - Discover key tarot-Switchword
alignments to bring into your personal and client readings.EG The
Magician’s Switchword is REACH, just like his heaven-and-earth
pose on the card. REACH brings inspiration, and even helps you
find lost objects. Today you’ll discover how to: * Get Switchword
mantras from classic spreads * Use Switchwords to prepare to
read your cards * Test the Switchwords that work most effectively
for you * Give your tarot clients the gift of a Switchword mantra
2.15p.m. Kim Arnold hosts ‘Tarot, all of us a Critic’! Taking a
look at new hot off the press Tarot decks (provided) and trying out
the spreads associated with them. A chance to do readings with the
latest decks and indulge ourselves in the love of Tarot. Someone
from each table will go home with the deck used.
3.30p.m. Tori Hartman Chakra Wisdom TAROT: The 7 hidden
chakra keys to the Tarot that will transform your readings.
In a fast paced and interactive “fun” shop – Tori will show you how
to add new wisdom to your readings using her New Chakra Wisdom
Tarot deck. Each chakra holds a key to unlock messages within us,
which can deepen our connection to Tarot cards. You will gain
instant knowledge as each of the 78 cards fall into one chakra – and
the pattern of instant recognition in these cards will astound you.

